BONUS
HALT

Sit
Sit,
Stand
HALT

Sit, Down
HALT

Sit, Walk Around
Turn Right, 1 Step
90° Right Pivot
Sit,
Down, Sit
HALT

Sit, Down, Walk Around
Call Front, Finish Right
Call Front, Finish Left
Normal Pace
Normal Pace
Slow Pace
Slow Pace
Fast Pace
Fast Pace
Moving Sidestep Right
90º Right Turn
90º Right Turn
90º Right Turn
90º Left Turn
90º Left Turn
90º Left Turn
180º Right Turn
180° Right Turn
180º Right Turn
180º Left Turn
180° Left Turn
180º Left Turn
270º Right Turn
270° Right Turn
270º Left Turn
270º Left Turn
360º Right Turn
360° Left Turn
Veer 45º Right
Veer 45º Right
Veer 45° Left
Veer 45° Left
Call Front, Forward Right
Call Front, Forward Left
Mini Spiral Right
Mini Spiral Left
Figure 8
Serpentine
180º Right Pivot
90° Left Pivot
Sidestep Right

HALT → HALT
Leave Dog

HALT
Call to Heel, Sit
Leave Dog, Veer Right

HALT
Turn, Angled Recall, Finish

HALT
Leave Dog, Veer Left
Turn, Angled Recall, Finish
Leave Dog

HALT
Turn, Recall, Finish Right

HALT
Leave Dog

HALT
Turn,
Recall,
Finish
Left

HALT
Leave Dog

HALT
Turn, Call Over Jump, Front, Finish
Call Front, Sidestep-Finish Left or Sidestep-Finish Right

OR

HALT
From Sit, 180º Right Turn, Forward
From Sit, 180º Left Turn, Forward
Left About Turn
Send Over Jump, Handler Runs By 3' (1M)
Leave Dog

HALT
Turn,
Call Over Jump,
Front, Forward
Leave Dog While Running

HALT
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Return Behind, Forward
Moving Stand, Walk Around
Spiral Right
Spiral Left
Offset Figure 8
(No Food)
Double Serpentine
(Double Figure 8)
1-2-3 Steps Forward with Halts
180° Left Pivot
Moving Stand,
Leave Dog
Turn, Call to Heel, Sit
Moving Stand, Leave Dog
Turn, Down, Sit, Front, Finish
Moving Down, Leave Dog
Turn, Front, Finish
Blind Front, Finish Left
Leave Dog

HALT
Turn, Directed Jump, Front, Finish
Double Left About Turn

DOG HANDLER
Reverse Heel
3 Steps,
Forward
Front, 1-2-3 Steps Backward, Forward
Call Front, Dog Back Up, 3 Steps, Return, Forward
Front, 180º R/L Pivot, Forward
Right Turn, 1-2 Steps, Down, Forward
Left Turn, 1-2 Steps, Down, Forward
Stand with Distraction, Return Behind, Forward
Moving Stand, Leave Dog
Turn, Call to Heel, Forward
Leave Dog

HALT
Turn, Down on Recall, Front, Return, Forward
Leave Dog

HALT
Turn, Down, Return Behind, Forward
Leave Dog

HALT
Turn, Call Over 2 Jumps, Front, Forward
Send Over Jump, Handler Runs By 6' (1.8M)
Offset Figure 8
(With Food)
Front, Finish
R/L to Right Side

OR

HALT
Retrieve, Front, Finish

HALT
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Retrieve Object

Placemat
Switch Side
180º Pivot
Switch Side
180° Right Turn
Switch Side
180° Left Turn
Leave Dog

HALT
Right Turn, Call to Heel
Leave Dog
Left Turn, Call to Heel
Moving Down, 2-4 Steps, Moving Stand

DOWN  STAND